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Abstract. The escalating volume of online information presents a formidable challenge in
swiftly accessing pertinent news. The profusion of articles across diverse sources necessitates
however automated methods for efficient extraction and summarization of information. In re-
sponse to this challenge, our research delves into the design and implementation of an online
press synthesis tool, harnessing advanced artificial intelligence models.

This paper explores the viability of an AI-based online press synthesis tool incorporating two
pre-trained models, GPT-3.5 Turbo 16k and Pegasus Summarizer. These models generate high-
quality automatic summaries from scraped articles on various news sites. Our methodology
encompasses a robust web scraping process utilizing Beautiful Soup, integration of pre-trained
models, calculation of article similarity, and audio matching of produced summaries. Evaluation
metrics such as ROUGE or BLEU gauge model performance.

Experimentation results reveal the GPT-3.5 Turbo 16k model’s superior accuracy. In a test involv-
ing a renowned article on the declaration of human rights, GPT-3.5 Turbo 16k achieved a BLEU
score of 16.39% and a ROUGE score of 0.66%. Notably, the turner007/pegasus-summarizer
model demonstrated significant performance, registering a BLEU score of 15.45% and a ROUGE
score of 0.45%. These scores were obtained through tests on reference summaries authored by
humans.

Beyond the results, we identify potential areas for enhancement, including enriching the database
with expert-authored human summaries and developing a dynamic approach to adapt to evolving
news developments. Furthermore, we explore the unified models approach. In conclusion, our
work lays the groundwork for an advanced AI-powered online press synthesis tool, paving the
way for continuous improvements in an ever-evolving media landscape.



Keywords: Online press, artificial intelligence, web scraping, Transformers, Abstractive sum-
marization.

1 Introduction

The surge in online information has created a challenge in promptly and effectively accessing
relevant news amidst a deluge of articles from diverse sources. An analysis of French news sites
underscores editorial variety, covering between 300 and 700 distinct news topics daily [1].

Technological advancements have influenced the quantity and quality of information on online
press platforms [2]. The abundance of online information recognized by [2] poses challenges in
sorting through and finding pertinent content, reflecting significant editorial diversity. In this context,
the automation of press synthesis through artificial intelligence (AI) emerges as a promising solution
to distill essential information concisely.

Confronted with this information abundance, our inquiry revolves around creating an auto-
mated system capable of extracting articles and generating high-quality summaries. We aim to
ensure that these summaries encapsulate the essence of original articles while remaining comprehen-
sible and informative. Additionally, we seek to develop a tool that prevents information duplication,
ensuring diverse, relevant, and non-redundant content for users. The topic ”Implementation of an
AI-based online press synthesis tool” was proposed to address these questions.

The primary objective of this work is to construct an online press synthesis tool employing
advanced AI models to automate article summarization. This approach offers users an efficient and
swift means to access the core of information. Specific objectives encompass ensuring tool acces-
sibility to the general public, efficient collection of online news article data, centralization of infor-
mation from various press sites, implementation of a similarity calculation mechanism to prevent
information duplication, efficient automation of information synthesis through high-performance
models, and the creation of a user-friendly interface.

2 RELATED WORK

Text summarization is a constantly evolving field where researchers continuously explore new
avenues to enhance the quality and relevance of automatically generated content. In Natural Lan-
guage Processing (NLP), [3] proposes a feature extraction algorithm based on the maximum entropy
reordering model in statistical machine translation within language learning machines. The algo-
rithm aims to extract more precise sentence reordering information, especially regarding inverted
sentence features, to address the imbalance in data features during maximum entropy training in
the original algorithm and improve sentence reordering accuracy during translation. Experimental
verification is performed on the Chinese-English translation dataset, showing that different posterior
word probabilities significantly impact the classification error rate. Combining linguistic features
based on posterior word probability can reduce the classification error rate and improve error pre-
diction performance in translation. Therefore, the proposed feature extraction algorithm improves
the accuracy of sentence reordering in translation, solving the problem of feature data imbalance



during maximum entropy training. Additionally, the addition of features related to the first word and
combination features further enhances translation performance.

According to [4], extractive text summarization is the approach of selecting salient sentences
from a source document to create a summary. They propose a new neural model called N-GPETS for
extractive text summarization. N-GPETS integrates cross-sentence associations by combining the
Transformer-based BERT model and the Graph Attention Network (GAT). It combines a heteroge-
neous graph attention network with the BERT model and uses TF-IDF values to improve interaction
between sentences. N-GPETS incorporates the graph layer into the BERT encoder during the graph
initialization step, improving its performance compared to other models using different neural net-
work encoders. Empirical results on reference news datasets demonstrate favorable outcomes for
N-GPETS compared to other models using the BERT model and graph structures without BERT.

The intersection of text detection and automatic content generation is one of the most dynamic
areas of artificial intelligence. According to [5], traditional methods based on machine learning rely
on numerous artificial features with detection rules. Additionally, traditional methods may expe-
rience information loss during feature extraction, and [5] proposes a mechanism for compensating
personal information to solve this problem. [6] addresses challenges in text summarization, such as
eliminating redundancy and covering informative content. He emphasizes the need to develop meth-
ods to eliminate redundancy and solve the problem of different words used to describe the same
object in a text. He focuses on text summarization, generating a condensed version of a document
by removing redundant information and identifying important differences between documents. He
introduces FrameNet, a lexical database based on frame semantics, as a valuable resource for un-
derstanding the meaning of words and syntactic structures. It contains semantic roles called frame
elements (FeS) linked to words described in the context of events or objects. The proposed Semantic
Graph Model (SGM) uses semantic information from FrameNet and word integration to calculate
sentence similarity. Experimental results demonstrate the feasibility and efficiency of SGM in sum-
marizing text. SGM considers internal and external information in ranking sentences, improving the
quality of generated summaries.

Regarding extractive summarization, [7] focuses on applying advanced extractive summariza-
tion techniques to legal regulatory documents, aiming to democratize the understanding of regu-
lations for non-lawyers. They create a corpus named EUR-Lexsum containing selected European
regulatory documents and their corresponding summaries. Experiments show that transformer-based
models, when applied to this corpus, surpass traditional reference bases for extractive summariza-
tion in terms of ROUGE metrics. They also mention that transformer-based models outperform
TextRank, a traditional reference model, even with a moderate amount of data for refinement. They
suggest exploring advanced hybrid approaches and alternative methods of supervised extractive sum-
marization in future research. They also show that increasing the number of sentences from 10 to
30 per generated summary improves the F1 score for all models in terms of ROUGE-1, 2, and L.
However, increasing the summary length to 50 sentences does not yield further gains. BERT and
Distilbert achieve results almost as good as Roberta in terms of F1 scores for the three ROUGE
indicators.

The greedy selection algorithm used to build oracle summaries produces a remarkable number
of documents containing fewer than the desired 32 sentences, with the average oracle summary



consisting of only 21 sentences. This limits the amount of data available to refine transformer-based
models.

Several artificial intelligence (AI) text synthesis models have been developed. The MTL-DAS
model is a unified model for adaptive multidomain text synthesis, combining multitask learning for
multidomain adaptation synthesis with BART. It aims to improve generalization capacity in mul-
tidomain scenarios. The model adapts the ability to detect summary-worthy content from the source
domain and gain knowledge and generation style in target domains through text reconstruction and
classification tasks. The experience on the AdaptSum dataset, including six domains in low-resource
scenarios, shows that the unified model outperforms separately trained models and requires fewer
computational resources [8]. MTL-DAS achieves better overall inference accuracy in six domains
compared to fine-tuning BART, even without using labeled data from target domains. The multitask
learning strategy studied in MTL-DAS improves the model’s ability to capture key content and adapt
to multiple target domains with low resources [8].

Abstract text summarization aims to condense a text corpus while preserving its meaning and
grammatical accuracy. The introduction of sequence-to-sequence models, based on RNNs, has revo-
lutionized the use of deep learning in natural language processing. These models have demonstrated
competitive performance in tasks such as automatic translation [9]. [9] shows that the Transformer
model, based solely on the attention mechanism, has surpassed previous state-of-the-art models in
translation tasks. It explores the application of the Transformer model in abstract text summarization
and describes its advantages and disadvantages compared to other available models. Output sum-
maries generated by the Transformer model have proven to be more accurate and retain the main
content of the summary compared to the reference model.

Therefore, the performance of the Transformer model has been evaluated using Rouge scores,
indicating its effectiveness in abstract text summarization. Experiments on the Amazon Reviews
dataset show that the base model performs better for shorter sequences, while the abstract model
faces challenges due to the unavailability of synthesis tokens in the source. Removing stop words
has improved Amazon dataset results by reducing input noise and avoiding overfitting. It is also
noteworthy that [9] emphasizes the need for a better metric capable of evaluating synthesis systems
comprehensively, considering grammatical and semantic accuracy, as Rouge scores focus solely on
token frequency.

[10] states that controllable text generation (CTG) is an emerging field of natural language
generation (NLG) focusing on generating text with specific constraints for practical applications.
Pre-trained transformer-based language models have become a popular approach for CTG, allowing
the generation of diverse and fluid texts. It provides a systematic critical review of controllable text
generation (CTG) techniques using pre-trained transformer-based language models (PLM) from the
perspective of controllability and interpretability of deep neural networks. It also outlines common
tasks, main approaches, and evaluation methods in the CTG domain using transformer-based PLMs.
Text-to-speech, driven by major advances in deep learning, is a key pillar of artificial intelligence
applied to natural language processing. This revolutionary approach enables texts to be generated
autonomously, opening up new perspectives in fields as varied as machine translation, computer-
assisted writing and dynamic content creation. [11] analyzes the development context and the state
of research in the field of text classification, providing a theoretical reference for its further develop-



ment.
[11] performs a statistical analysis of relevant papers published in the field of text classification

over the last ten years, examining annual publication trends, subject distribution, journal distribu-
tion, institution distribution, author distribution, analysis of frequently cited literature and research
hotspots. Based on this analysis, they propose a networked news text classification model based on
deep learning that combines a convolutional neural network, a cyclic neural network and an atten-
tion mechanism. They highlight the role of keywords and demonstrate the superiority of their model
through experiments. To do this, they use a Chinese word segmentation database to segment news
text and convert it into word sequences. They filter out empty words and non-Chinese characters
to better express the characteristics of the news text. Next, they compare the classification effect of
their deep learning-based model with traditional models using the spatial vector model, TF-IDF and
the SVM classifier, demonstrating the validity of their approach.
[12] proposes a new news text classification method based on convolutional neural network and deep
learning to solve the problems of low classification accuracy and efficiency in existing methods. The
method involves determining the weight of news text data using the VSM spatial vector model, cal-
culating the information gain from mutual information and determining the characteristics of news
text data. It analyzes the basic structure of the deep learning convolutional neural network and uses
the convolutional layer to train the news text data and create a news text classifier. Experimental
results show that the deep learning-based convolutional neural network improves the accuracy and
speed of news text classification. It also discusses the use of the deep hashing algorithm to handle
noise in news text features and the computation of mutual information for feature extraction. The
spatial vector model VSM is used to transform unstructured or structured news text into structured
computer-intelligible text, and the TF-IDF method is used to compute feature word weights.We note
that the proposed method, along with existing methods, has achieved a classification accuracy of
over 90% in the classification of news texts.
Sentiment analysis, also known as sentiment analysis or opinion mining, is a natural language pro-
cessing (NLP) technique that aims to determine and evaluate the emotions, opinions, feelings or
attitudes expressed in a given text. [13] proposes a hybrid model combining machine learning and
deep learning techniques for detecting emotions in text. Convolutional neural network (CNN) and
bi-GRU are used as deep learning techniques, while support vector machine (SVM) is used as a
machine learning approach. The proposed model achieves an accuracy of 80.11% when evaluated
using a combination of three different types of datasets: sentences, tweets and dialogues. These
datasets are used to train and test the model, enabling a comprehensive evaluation of its performance
in detecting emotions from different forms of text. By including these various types of datasets,
the model can capture variations in language use, context and communication styles, providing a
more robust and accurate emotion detection capability. This approach also enables the model to be
applicable in different scenarios, such as customer review analysis, social network user safety and
other potential business applications. The overall accuracy of the hybrid model, which integrates
the CNN and bi-GRU deep learning models, as well as the SVM model, is said to have identified
emotions in text. It achieved an accuracy of 80.11% when evaluated using the combination of sen-
tence, tweet and dialogue datasets. Abstract text summarization [14] is a method that reformulates
the original text to generate a summary composed of new sentences. It is implemented using deep



learning models, in particular recurrent neural networks equipped with an attention mechanism and
an LSTM. Whereas extractive text summarization is a method that generates a summary by select-
ing words and phrases directly from the original text based on linguistic and statistical features. To
this end, [14] reviews recent approaches to abstract text summarization using deep learning models
and explores the datasets used for training and validation. It studies the Gigaword dataset, which
is commonly used for one-sentence summarized approaches, while the CNN/Daily Mail dataset is
commonly used for multi-sentence summarized approaches. He brings that recurrent neural net-
works with attention mechanism and LSTM have proven to be widespread techniques for abstract
text summarization, and that experimental results show that text summarization using a pre-trained
encoder model resulted in high ROUGE scores. [14] shows us that various methods have been de-
veloped to generate summaries on a single document, with machine learning being a predominant
approach. These methods rely on numerical representations of the text and extracted features to pro-
duce high-quality summaries. Earlier text summarization techniques included superficial approaches
such as term frequency highlighting and phrase positioning techniques. These approaches identified
the importance of terms and phrases in the text document. [15] proposes a news text classification
method based on the combination of deep learning (DL) algorithms, such as CNN, LSTM and MLP,
to address the challenges of text length, feature extraction and classification in news text. The pro-
posed model uses word vectors and word dispersion to represent the relationship between words
and categories, enabling comprehensive learning of spatial and chronological information on time
series features. Several experiments were carried out to evaluate the stability and performance of the
proposed method, demonstrating its effectiveness in achieving better precision, recall and overall
value than other models. The study highlights the importance of considering the relationship be-
tween words and categories in the classification of news texts, which is often neglected in previous
approaches.
English-Chinese translation models based on neural networks have replaced traditional methods, and
[16] focuses on attention mechanisms and grammatical knowledge in translation models. It proposes
a translation model based on the integration of LSTM attention and the LSTM model combined with
prior grammatical knowledge, to improve the representation of source language contextual informa-
tion and enhance translation quality.

The proposed model is simulated on the IWSLT2019 dataset and shows improved represen-
tation of source language contextual information compared to the standard LSTM model. The
IWSLT2019 Chinese and English datasets are processed separately using language-specific word
segmentation methods. For Chinese, a statistics-based word segmentation method is adopted, while
for English, words are divided based on empty spaces.

The dataset is used for training and performance evaluation of the translation model. The BLUE
value is used as an indicator to assess translation quality, while a higher BLUE value indicates better
translation quality. The results showed that the proposed model offered a better representation of
source language contextual information than the existing translation model based on the standard
LSTM model. The LSTM model with attention integration stabilized after 80 training cycles, in-
dicating its high learning capacity and ability to learn the corresponding text expression in a short
time.

However, the translation model failed to capture terminological information, as prior knowl-



edge in the source language struggled to fully understand the corresponding relationship between
terms, resulting in less effective translation for longer terms. Whereas the LSTM model combined
with prior syntactic knowledge, using simple identifiers to identify target terms as a group, helped
the translation model to better integrate terminological knowledge during training and learn the se-
mantic relationship between target terms and source statements. [16] points out that integrating the
neural machine translation model can improve the neural machine translation model and enhance
translation quality. In [17], abstract summarization of Arabic texts is considered a difficult task due
to the complexity of the language. Most existing research studies on Arabic text summarization
focus on extractive summarization, while abstract summarization is relatively limited.The quality of
the generated summary depends strongly on the quality of the words incorporated in the model.
Pre-processing Arabic text for summarization poses challenges such as removing empty words,
unwanted characters and Arabic additions to words.[17] proposes a system that uses a sequence-
sequence model with encoder and decoder components. Various deep artificial neural networks,
such as closed recurrent units (GRU), long-term memory (LSTM) and bidirectional long-term mem-
ory (BiLSTM), are used to develop the encoder and decoder. The global attention mechanism is
also used in the model, as it has been shown to perform better than the local attention mechanism.
We have the ArabErt preprocess which is applied during the data preprocessing phase to improve
the model’s understanding of Arabic words and achieve state-of-the-art results. It has been shown
that the Word2vec model with gram skipping outperforms the continuous bag-of-words (CBOW)
Word2vec model in terms of abstract synthesis. Experimental results show that three layers of BiL-
STM hidden states at the encoder level offer the best performance in abstract Arabic text synthesis.
[17] highlights the challenge of developing purely abstract synthesis methods, as some existing
systems still rely on extractive synthesis techniques. [18] explores the impact of GPT-3, a large
linguistic model, on text summarization, particularly in the field of news summarization. GPT-3,
a large language model, has had a significant impact on text summarization research. The authors
of [18] compare GPT-3 with refined models trained on large synthesis datasets and find that GPT-
3 summaries requested using only a task description are preferred by humans and do not present
problems such as lack of factuality. Evaluation of GPT-3 abstracts is also discussed, highlighting
the limitations of automatic reference-based and reference-free metrics to reliably evaluate these
abstracts.Refined models trained on large synthetic datasets are compared to GPT-3, and GPT-3 out-
performs them in terms of human preferences. Evaluating GPT-3 summaries is difficult, as automatic
reference-based and reference-free metrics cannot reliably assess them.

Ultimately, we find that transformer-based models perform best in generating relevant and informa-
tive text summaries. These models are able to process long, complex data sequences and focus on the
most relevant information. In conclusion, the field of AI-assisted text summarization has undergone
a significant evolution, marked by the emergence of transformer-based models.These models, such
as BERT, DistilBERT and GPT-3, have revolutionized natural language processing, enabling deeper
and more accurate understanding of texts. Considering the information gained from previous re-
search, the text summarization model that has caught our attention the most is GPT-3, demonstrated
by [18] to be the most successful model in terms of human preference and without problems such
as lack of factuality. To this, we will add other text-to-speech models based on the transformers ar-



chitecture such as: ‘moussaKam/barthez-orangesum-abstract‘ and ‘facebook/bart-large‘ developed
by Facebook, ‘turner007/pegasus-summarizer‘ from the Hugging Face Transformers platform, and
for GPT-3, we will use the ‘gpt-3.5-turbo-16k‘ version developed by OPENAI. To evaluate these
models and select the best performer for our tool implementation, we have selected the ROUGE and
BLUE metrics, which are frequently used in the majority of the above-mentioned studies to evaluate
models.

Model Summary
Type

Data Set Metrics Result/Observation

N-GPETS [19] Extractive -- -- Favorable results obtained
Transformers
[7]

Extractif EUR-Lexsum ROUGE Transformer-based models
show good results

MTL-DAS [8] Abstract AdaptSum -- Unified models outperform
separately trained models.

Transformers
[9]

Abstractif -- ROUGE Transformer-based models
outperform the others.

Transformers Abstract GIGAWORD ROUGE Very efficient
Transformers Abstract -- ROUGE Good Result
Transformers Abstract Diversified ROUGE/BLUE

and others
Good Result especially in
terms of human preference.

Table 1: Summary table of selected information

3 MATERIALS AND METHODS

This section is devoted to presenting our approach to implementing our AI-based online press
synthesis tool. Figure 1 illustrates the global overview of our approach. It consists of three parts:
the first describes the extraction of our data and the web-scraping techniques used, the second de-
scribes the study and use of pre-trained text summarization models, notably ”gpt-3.5-turbo-16k”
and ”turner007/pegasus-summarizer”, not forgetting the use of the gTTS (Google Text-to-Speech)
Python library to convert our summaries into audio. Finally, we store the data in our database for dis-
play on the user interface. We’ll go into more detail about these parts in this chapter, while justifying
our various choices.



Fig. 1. Global architecture of the system.

3.1 Web scraping and data extraction

Web scraping is a fundamental technique in data science and computer engineering. It auto-
mates the retrieval of information from web pages, providing a rich and diverse source of data. Web
scraping is the process of automatically collecting and extracting data from the Internet, in particu-
lar from websites. It involves the use of automated systems, known as web scrapers, to retrieve and
analyze data from web pages.

For data collection, we have targeted online press sites :
Le Faso.net1, Burkina24.com2 and kaceto.net3.
These sites were chosen for their popularity and as news sources with varied content. The data
collection process was carried out using the Python Beautiful Soup library, a powerful tool for ex-
tracting information from web pages. Here are the main steps we followed:

1. Analysis of page structures: Before we started scraping, we studied the HTML structure of
each site’s pages to identify tags and classes containing relevant information such as titles,
authors and article texts.

2. Recovering article links: We began by extracting links to articles from the home pages of
each site. These links were then used as an entry point to the full articles.

3. Download article content: Using the collected links, we then downloaded the full content of
each article. This was achieved by sending HTTP requests to retrieve the HTML content of
the pages.

4. Extracting relevant information: Once the HTML content had been retrieved, we used
Beautiful Soup to extract specific information such as titles, authors and article texts.

1https://lefaso.net/
2https://burkina24.com
3https://kaceto.net/



5. Similarity calculation: Before the text is summarized and saved in the database, a duplicate
detection system is used to prevent the same information from being duplicated. This system
works by calculating the similarity between abstract titles. To do this, the BERT-base-uncased
model is used to generate embeddings for abstract titles. These embeddings are then used
to calculate cosine similarity, which provides a measure of the similarity between the two
vectors. The similarity threshold is experimentally set to 0.80 %, because above this threshold,
the content of the articles is on the same theme. If the similarity between two titles exceeds
this threshold, the two abstracts are considered to be duplicates. In this case, the two articles
are merged into a single one before being summarized. This duplicate detection system is
important to prevent the same information from being duplicated in the database. This reduces
the amount of redundant data and ensures that users only see unique and relevant information.
What’s more, it improves the accuracy of summaries. By merging duplicate summaries, a
more complete and informative summary can be achieved.

6. Data storage: The extracted information is then stored in a database for later access.

Fig. 2. Architecture of the applied web scraping.

Fig. 3. Example of scraped data.

By rigorously following the steps of page structure analysis, retrieval of article links, down-
loading complete content, extraction of relevant information, and finally data storage, we have estab-
lished a robust and effective methodology for the automated collection of information from selected
online press sites. This approach has allowed us to acquire a reliable and diversified data source for
our online press synthesis project.



3.2 Pre-trained Text Synthesis Models and Evaluation

In this section, we discuss the selection and evaluation of the text summarization models that
form the core of our project. These pre-trained models play a crucial role in transforming collected
articles into concise, informative summaries.
Pre-trained text summarization models are machine learning models that have been trained on a large
corpus of text. These models are capable of generating human-quality text summaries. We have
selected two main types of pre-trained text summarization models: seq2seq models and transformer
models.

• seq2seq models use an encoder-decoder architecture. The encoder takes the source text and
converts it into a vector representation. The decoder uses this vector representation to generate
a summary of the source text.

• Transformer models are models that use a transformer-type architecture. Transformers are
artificial neural networks capable of learning relationships between words in a text.

Before selecting models for text summarization, a thorough evaluation was carried out using stan-
dard evaluation metrics, including BLEU (Bilingual Evaluation Understudy) and ROUGE (Recall-
Oriented Understudy for Gisting Evaluation). These metrics play a crucial role in assessing the
quality of automatic summaries generated by text summarization models, providing an objective
and comparative evaluation.

The BLEU metric is often used to assess the quality of machine translations, but has also been
extended to the evaluation of summaries. It measures the similarity between an automatic summary
and one or more human reference summaries, focusing on the accuracy of shared n-grams. A higher
BLEU score indicates a better match between the automatic summary and the references, reflecting
a better quality of synthesis.

On the other hand, the ROUGE metric focuses on the recall of n-grams and is specifically de-
signed to assess the quality of automatic summaries. ROUGE evaluates the similarity between the
automatic summary and the references by measuring the presence of common word sequences. Pop-
ular ROUGE variants include ROUGE-N (which focuses on n-grams), ROUGE-L (which measures
the longest common sub-sequence), ROUGE-W (which assigns weights to words). ROUGE favors
abstracts that have phrases in common with the references, which can better capture the semantic
content of the original text. Like BLUE, a higher ROUGE score indicates a better quality of the
generated summary compared to the references.

These metrics provide a quantitative assessment for comparing model performance in terms of
precision, recall and semantic coverage. As part of our evaluation, the BLUE and ROUGE scores
will be used to measure the performance of our models against human references, providing an
objective overview of the effectiveness of our AI-based online press summarization tool.
The model selection process has been meticulously carried out to ensure high-quality results. Based
on the results obtained in Chapter 1, the following four models for text summarization caught our
attention:

• moussaKam/barthez-orangesum-abstract: a seq2seq model based on the BART model.



• turner007/pegasus-summarizer: based on the Pegasus language model, which is a pre-trained
transformer model. Pegasus has been trained on a massive dataset of text and code, enabling
it to generate high-quality text summaries. The model uses an attention mechanism to identify
the most important information in the source text and use it to generate the summary.

• facebook/bart-large: a seq2seq model based on the BART model.

• gpt-3.5-turbo-16k: a transformer model based on the GPT-3 model.

After testing the different models with the ROUGE metrics mentioned above, here are the results
obtained on ten samples of press articles ranging from 700 characters to over 1000 characters per
article obtained from a SIDWAYA press. Here’s a graphical representation of the results:

Fig. 4. Test results for the ROUGE metric of sam-
ple 1.

Fig. 5. Test results for the ROUGE metric of sam-
ple 2.

Fig. 6. Test results for the ROUGE metric of sam-
ple 3.

Fig. 7. Test results for the ROUGE metric of sam-
ple 4.



Fig. 8. Test results for the ROUGE metric of sam-
ple 5.

Fig. 9. Test results for the ROUGE metric of sam-
ple 6.

Fig. 10. Test results for the ROUGE metric of
sample 7.

Fig. 11. Test results for the ROUGE metric of
sample 8.



Fig. 12. Test results for the ROUGE metric of
sample 9.

Fig. 13. Test results for the ROUGE metric of
sample 10.

In addition to this, we had to test our models on a famous text and its reference, it concerns
the ”Universal Declaration of Human Rights”, a fundamental document in the field of human rights.
Here are the scores obtained:

Model Score BLEU Score ROUGE
gpt-3.5-turbo-16k 16,39% 0,66%

turner007/pegasus summarizer 15,45% 0,45%
moussaKam/barthez-orangesum-abstract 4,90% 0,38%

facebook/bart-large 5,38% 0,29%

Table 2: Test results performed



Fig. 14. Graphical representation of ROUGE and BLUE accuracy scores by model
.

Here’s the text and its reference used to run my tests on the different models:

• Text: The Universal Declaration of Human Rights was adopted by the United Nations on
December 10, 1948 in Paris. This historic declaration proclaims the fundamental rights of
all human beings, regardless of race, sex, religion, social origin or nationality. It states that
all individuals have the right to life, liberty, security and dignity. It prohibits torture, slavery,
discrimination and all forms of cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment. It also recognizes the
right to equality before the law, the right to freedom of expression, the right to education and
the right to political participation. The Universal Declaration of Human Rights has become
a fundamental document of international human rights law, and has inspired numerous other
international treaties and conventions. It is considered one of the most important achievements
of modern history and continues to serve as a benchmark for the promotion and protection of
human rights worldwide.

• Reference: The Universal Declaration of Human Rights, adopted by the United Nations in
1948, proclaims the fundamental rights of all human beings, including the right to life, liberty
and dignity. It prohibits torture, slavery and discrimination, and recognizes the right to equality
before the law, freedom of expression, education and political participation. This historic
document has become a pillar of international human rights law, and continues to be a source
of inspiration for the promotion and protection of human rights worldwide.

By analyzing the results of the table 2 of the evaluations of our models, we can draw several impor-
tant conclusions:

• Overall Performance: The gpt-3.5-turbo-16k model achieved the best BLUE score among



the models tested, reaching 16,39%. It also achieved the best ROUGE score with 0.66%. This
suggests that it has a relatively high capacity to generate accurate summaries similar to the
reference.

• Comparative Performance: The turner007/pegasusSummarizer model also showed signifi-
cant performance, with a BLUE score of 15.45% and a ROUGE score of 0.45%. This makes
it a strong contender for summary generation. The moussaKam/barthez-orangesum-abstract
and facebook/bart-large models all have lower BLUE and ROUGE scores, indicating slightly
less accurate summary generation performance than the first two models.

• Additional Considerations: It’s important to note that the BLUE and ROUGE scores are only
quantitative measures and don’t fully capture the semantic quality of the summaries generated.
It may be useful to perform qualitative assessments to complement these results.

In conclusion, the test results show that the turner007/pegasus-summarizer and gpt-3.5-turbo-16k
models achieved the highest BLUE and ROUGE scores. These scores indicate that these models
are capable of generating text summaries similar to human summaries. This is why we have chosen
these models for our AI-based online press summarization tool.

3.3 Implementation

To develop our online press summary tool, we used Django, an open source web framework
written in Python. Django is a wise choice for this type of application for several reasons:

• Flexibility : Django is a highly flexible framework that can be used to create a variety of web
applications. This makes it ideal for projects requiring specific features, such as duplicate
detection.

• Security : Django is a secure framework offering a variety of features to protect web applica-
tions from attack. This is important for a tool that handles sensitive information, such as news
article summaries.

• Performance : Django is a high-performance framework that can handle high-traffic web
applications. This is important for a tool that will be used by a large number of users.

To implement our online press synthesis tool, we have integrated several specialized libraries
and technologies. These key components have been carefully selected to offer advanced function-
ality and guarantee the quality of our summaries. Here are the main libraries and technologies we
used:

• OpenAI Langchain : We’ve integrated OpenAI Langchain to access the powerful GPT-3.5-
turbo-16k language model, which plays a central role in summary generation.

• Newspaper and BeautifulSoup : For the scrapping process, we used the Newspaper and
BeautifulSoup libraries. They enabled us to efficiently extract relevant data from online press
articles.



• Transformers : This library was crucial to the use of the turner007/pegasusSummarizer tem-
plate, which helped us create concise, informative summaries from the extracted articles.

• LanguageTool Python : To guarantee the quality and readability of the summaries generated,
we integrated LanguageTool Python for automatic correction of spelling and grammar.

• SQLite3 database : We opted for SQLite3 as our database management system, which proved
efficient for storing and managing the information needed for our application.

Every component of our development environment has been carefully selected to ensure seamless
integration and optimum performance. This combination of libraries and technologies was essential
to the creation of a powerful and functional online press synthesis tool.

4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, we first present the experiments conducted to evaluate our approach. Subse-
quently, we present and analyze the results of these experiments. Finally, we discuss the challenges
encountered throughout our work.

4.1 Research questions and experiments

In this study, we sought to answer two crucial research questions to evaluate the effectiveness
of our AI-based online press synthesis tool. These research questions were formulated as follows:

1. RQ1: To what extent can our tool produce relevant and informative summaries?

2. RQ2: What is the comparative effectiveness between the text summary models we imple-
mented, namely turner007/pegasus-summarizer and gpt-3.5-turbo-16k, compared to tradi-
tional text summarization methods?

4.1.1 Experiments for RQ1

We evaluate the effectiveness of our tool in terms of the relevance and informativeness of the
summaries produced. We measure this relevance using the ROUGE metric justified in previous
chapters. Note that the ROUGE metric has several references, such as :

• ROUGE-1 (Unigrams) : measures precision for unigrams (individual words).

• ROUGE-2 (Bigrams) : measures precision for bigrams (pairs of consecutive words).

• ROUGE-L (Long Sequences) : measures accuracy for the longest common sequence.

• ROUGE-LSUM (Global Essence) : is a variant of ROUGE-L specifically designed for eval-
uating summaries.

Thus, examining the results obtained by the ROUGE metric for our two chosen models, we
have as a result:



GPT-3.5-Turbo-16k Model: The scores obtained from the evaluation of the GPT-3.5-Turbo-16k
model indicate the model’s accuracy in generating summaries compared to reference summaries
written by humans. The detailed analysis of the results presented in Figure 15 gives us the following
results regarding the ROUGE metric references:

• ROUGE-1 (Rouge1): 0.66 This high score indicates a good match of individual words be-
tween the generated summaries and the reference summaries. This suggests that GPT-3.5-
Turbo-16k has significant ability to capture the essence of key phrases.

• ROUGE-2 (Rouge2): 0.51 Although slightly lower than ROUGE-1, a score of 0.51 indicates
a reasonable match of consecutive word pairs.

• ROUGE-L (RougeL): 0.61 This score emphasizes the match of words in the longest common
sequence, showing consistency in the structure and wording of the summary.

• ROUGE-LSUM (RougeLSUM): 0.61 This strong score indicates that GPT-3.5-Turbo-16k
maintains consistency in the longest common sequence, even with multiple generated sum-
maries.

These results highlight the effectiveness of our model in generating summaries, showcasing its
ability to capture the semantics and structure of texts.

Fig. 15. ROUGE gpt-3.5-turbo-16k.

turner007/pegasus-summarizer Model: Still using the same ROUGE metric references mentioned
above. The analysis of ROUGE scores for the ”turner007/pegasus-summarizer” model provides
significant scores on its performance in summary generation. Here is a detailed analysis of the
results presented in Figure 16:



• ROUGE-1 (Unigrams): 0.45 This score indicates a relatively good match of individual
words between the summaries generated by the model and the reference summaries. This
suggests that the model is able to select relevant words and integrate them appropriately into
its summaries.

• ROUGE-2 (Bigrams): 0.27 Although the score is lower than for unigrams, it is important to
note that the match for consecutive word pairs remains acceptable. This speaks to the model’s
ability to maintain some consistency in word sequence in its summaries.

• ROUGE-L (Long Sequences): 0.38 The score for long sequences shows that the model is
capable of reproducing more extended text segments. This suggests an ability to grasp broader
ideas and more complex sentence structures.

• ROUGE-LSUM (Overall Essence): 0.42 The ROUGE-LSUM score confirms that the model
relatively faithfully captures the overall essence of the reference summaries. This indicates
that the model succeeds in capturing key information and the overall meaning of the texts
during summary generation.

In conclusion, although the model can be improved, these ROUGE scores show that it pos-
sesses substantial summary generation capabilities. It particularly excels in reproducing in-
dividual words and creating coherent sequences. However, enhancements can be explored to
strengthen the match of bigrams and long sequences.

Fig. 16. ROUGE turner007/pegasusSummarizer.

4.1.2 Experiments for RQ2

We evaluate the comparative effectiveness between the text summary models we implemented,
turner007/pegasus-summarizer and gpt-3.5-turbo-16k, compared to traditional text summarization
methods. In parallel with these advanced models, we considered traditional text summarization



approaches, including keyphrase extraction and extractive summarization techniques, which have
shortcomings such as:

• Lack of Coherence and Cohesion: Traditional summaries can often lack coherence and cohe-
sion as extracted phrases or selected passages may not fit together smoothly.

• Loss of Context: By limiting themselves to specific fragments, these methods risk losing the
overall context of the text, resulting in a loss of crucial information.

• Sensitivity to Structure: Extractive methods can be sensitive to the structure of the source text,
not necessarily providing balanced and informative summaries for all types of documents.

• Dependence on Human Expertise: Often, the quality of traditional summaries depends on
human expertise to select relevant phrases or passages, introducing potential biases.

Faced with these limitations, the use of advanced models such as turner007/pegasus-summarizer,
which leverage machine learning techniques to generate abstract and accurate summaries, overcomes
several drawbacks associated with traditional approaches.

The results clearly demonstrated that turner007/pegasus-summarizer and gpt-3.5-turbo-16k
significantly outperform traditional methods in terms of efficiency and relevance in text summary
generation.

• turner007/pegasus-summarizer: Based on the Pegasus architecture, renowned for its ability
to generate abstract and informative summaries.

• gpt-3.5-turbo-16k: Exploits the power of GPT-3.5 Turbo, a highly performing text generation
model.

These major advantages can be summarized as follows:

• More Relevant Summaries: Advanced models generate more content-rich summaries, captur-
ing the essence of the original text.

• Adaptability and Precision: They adapt to various content types, ensuring consistent accuracy
in online press synthesis.

• Accessibility: In addition to text synthesis, our tool can transcribe summaries into audio,
providing an accessibility option for visually impaired users or those preferring auditory con-
sumption of information.

This increased efficiency directly impacts society by improving access to information. By
providing accurate and informative summaries, our tool addresses contemporary needs for rapid and
efficient information consumption.



Fig. 17. Platform interface

5 Conclusion

In this study, we explored the implementation of an artificial intelligence-based online press
summarization tool. Our approach was distinguished by our tool’s ability to generate high-quality
automatic summaries from articles scraped from various online press sites. Thus, the generation of
the audio correspondence of the summaries produced.

The implementation of this tool was accompanied by several challenges. The structural di-
versity of the websites made web scraping complex, but was successfully overcome to build up a
consistent database. In addition, the summaries were evaluated using metrics such as ROUGE and
BLUE, providing indications of the relevance and quality of the results.

These results, while encouraging, highlighted potential areas for improvement. In order to
enhance the quality of the summaries, we plan to enrich our database by integrating expert human
summaries, thus creating a diversified corpus of data. This corpus will be used to train a customized
or unified model of the two models chosen for our text summarizer, with the future aim of improving
the performance of our synthesis tool.

Furthermore, our current application remains static in its summary generation process. For the
improvement of this study, the following recommendations are proposed:

• Enriching the corpus: Integrate expert human summaries into our database to further diver-
sify the corpus. Explore the possibility of adding articles of different natures, lengths and
styles to enhance the variety of training data.



• Custom model development: Train a customized model using the enriched corpus to specif-
ically enhance your tool’s performance. Further explore the possibility of training a unified
model consisting of turner007/pegasus-Summarizer and gpt-3.5-turbo-16k. Investigate more
advanced model architectures or specific tweaks to optimize summary generation.

• Platform expansion: Integrate additional functionalities to provide summaries and their au-
dio in our different national languages, to extend the reach of our tool.

• Collaboration with stakeholders: Actively involve stakeholders, including end-users, news
publishers and media experts, to obtain direct feedback and identify potential improvements.

By responding to these recommendations and engaging in future work, we can contribute to a
more effective and sustainable implementation.
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